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**2016 UPDATED EDITION** Want to learn how to start safely investing in silver & gold in less than

an hour? Get this book. Its the only gold and silver investing book you will ever need because its

written by a nationally recognized precious metals investing expert with almost 15 years of buying

gold and silver bullion under his belt. He reveals all the tricks of the trade that most people in the

gold and silver industry probably don't want you to know.  "Stack Silver Get Gold will become "the

bible" for both first time and long time precious metal investors. Tons of useful information and very

well written. You have a real winner in this book." -Bill Zielinski (editor of goldandsilverblog.com) 

Stack Silver Get Gold: How to Buy Gold and Silver Bullion without Getting Ripped Off! 

Congratulations, you know that investing in gold & silver is a good idea and you're ready to buy gold

and silver before the general public catches on. You have a wisdom few other people possess.  So

you want to know how to begin investing in silver & gold without getting ripped off? Do you want to

buy silver and gold bullion but don't know where to begin? Do you want to avoid all the silver & gold

buying scams on TV and the internet? Want to learn how to avoid having your gold and silver

confiscated by the government? Want to know how and where to store and secure your gold and

silver at your home, in the most secure vaults in the United States & secret vault storage options in

other countries? Want to know how to start investing in gold and silver for as little as $25 using a

strategy called dollar cost averaging? Do you want to buy gold or silver today, within 10 minutes of

reading this short book?  Read this book and you'll discover the answers to your questions above

plus....  *The 7 types of gold and silver bullion to buy now and how to sell if you have to  *The 11

types of gold and silver to avoid like the plague  *The top 3 most secure places to store your

precious metals, including home safes and private highly secure vaults  *How to store your gold and

silver secretly in another country by setting up an offshore precious metals storage system  *How

the author is personally investing in gold and silver, his exact strategy  *Exactly where to buy your

gold and silver (the actual websites and dealers)  *How to add gold and silver bullion to your IRA or

401k  *How to start gold and silver investing safely and avoid all the tricks of scam artists and

precious metals dealers  *Tax and reporting requirements and even travel restrictions and how to

get around them  Stack Silver Get Gold was written by Hunter Riley III. Hunter spent most of his

twenties on the futures trading floor of the rough and tumble pits in Chicago Mercantile Exchange

and has been investing in silver and gold for more than a decade. He's witnessed all the ways the

gold and silver bullion market will try to chew you up and spit you out and he wrote this book so you

can overcome them and be a successful gold and silver investor.  His short, no fluff, straight to the

point book boils down over a decade's worth of investing do's and donts into about 100 pages. You



can literally read this book and start investing in gold and silver with total confidence, safety & ease

on the same day you buy it.  The funny thing is that this is probably the shortest book on gold and

silver investing ever written but it's also is the only book you'll ever need to invest in gold and silver.

Hunter values his time very much and he's written this book as straight to the point as possible

because he knows you value your time as well.  Go buy this book now. It will SAVE you a ton of

money.
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Experienced silver and gold investor Hunter Riley has written a great guide book. Whether you are

considering silver and gold as investments or as a way to preserve your wealth, this book will give

you the professional advice you need. The author covers all the essential information you need to

know:- How to avoid dealers and con artists who will rip you off- Coins, rounds, bars, numismatic

coins and junk silver - what premium you pay for each form of metal, and the advantages of each

type- What is premium and spot price?- What type of silver and gold should you buy?- What forms

of gold and silver investments should you avoid?- What are the dangers of ETF's?- Fraudulent

dealers selling gold and silver that they don't possess!- Gold and silver mining stocks - good or bad

investments?- Gold and silver pools and leveraged accounts- Phone dealers, TV ads and

commemorative coins- Where should you store your silver and gold?- What type of home safe

should you invest in?- Wan you ad physical gold or silver investments to your IRA?- Which is better

as an investment? Gold or Silver?- How to profit as the dollar collapses.- What are the best gold and

silver investing newsletters?- Where can you buy gold and silver online?- Which are the most

reputable companies to deal with?The author also provides a list of low cost valuable resources.I



enjoyed reading this book. It is a great value. Get it. You can't go wrong with this one.

I read book in less than an hour! It was to the point and gave me the confidence to make intelligent

investment decisions with my money in silver and gold. Highly recommended, especially for

beginners like me! This book is easy to read and tells you everything you need to know about the

basics of buying gold and silver. Just the book I have been looking for!

The author does a good job leading the reader through the fog of investing in precious metals. He

even goes so far as to tell you the price of the safe that he uses to store his silver in his home. He

explains why silver is probably the better investment, and articulates why his preference is to buy

physical bars.I will quibble a bit with the authors stand on ETFs. I have read a lot about the

shenanigans played with funds such as GLD and SLV, and I too prefer CEF and PSLV. I have a

little more confidence in the system with these funds. I am willing to hold these longer term. The

advantage is that I can buy more with a mouse click, and I can liquidate with another. I have no

storage costs. It's fair to argue, perhaps, that I'm not investing for the long term, but so far I am.I

also wish that he had spent a chapter on buying stock in gold miners or even more time on the

miners ETFs such as GDX and GDXJ. I also think a section on Silver Wheaton would have been

worthwhile. But I realize that stock investing, even in silver and gold companies is a bit different than

physical metal.So overall a great resource for learning how to diversify into precious metals.John

Marsland, Author,Fiscal Cliff Investing - Strategies for Investment Protection

I got interested in gold and silver investing about 6 months ago and have been reading everything I

could get my hands on. After a few books you start to see that there is a ton of common information

shared between the majority of the material out there and I wasn't sure what I was going to get from

Hunter Riley. I was extremely impressed with the amount of information and research I found in his

book. It covers all the basics and the the fundamentals you need to know as well as the dos and

don'ts of precious metals investing. Of all the books I've read on buying gold and silver, this is by far

the best overall coverage and was the easiest and most fun to read. Investing in gold and silver will

help you protect your wealth from inflation. I didn't agree with the author about all of it, mostly, he

doesn't recommend collector coins, but I think, with dilligent research and smart buying, they can be

a fantastic investment. Also, his exit strategy could be explained a bit more. All in all, one of the best

investment guides for precious metals out there. Highly recommended reading if you are even

remotely considering buying some gold and silver. Finally, this isn't a "doomsday book". Stack Silver



Get Gold is a logical, smart presentation of facts that provides you with the knowledge and tools to

make your own choices.

This book is very helpful as a beginner's guide for anyone wanting to get involved with gold and

silver. The book highlights what are the best options to start investing in gold and silver. The author

gives you several suggestions on which coins or bars along with their premium fees.The author also

explains about the important reasons that one should invest in gold and silver, specifically the weak

dollar and the terrible inflation. This book is good for anyone who wants to invest in gold and silver.

The author also warns you against the pitfalls many people fall into when trusting a company to

invest in these precious metals for them, such as getting swindled by a company or charged for

storage fees.This book is straight forward and an in depth guide to securing a financial future with

gold and silver. Anyone seeking to diversify their portfolio or to invest in tangible assets should buy

this book.
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